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sort of payment options can help with.
If you’re anything like me, when it comes 
down to the end of the pay fortnight 
things can get a bit tight. When it comes 
to buying pet medicine versus other 
household expenses our furry ones can 
often miss out.
But with these new 
payment facilities you 
don’t need to make the 
choice. By paying with 
Openpay or ZipPay the 
bill is taken care of, puss 
or pooch stays comfy and 
healthy and you get to 
budget the expense over 
the next few weeks to 
ease the financial pain.
According to Gawler Clinic 
Administrator, Connie, 
the driving force behind 

It’s a known fact (and we’re speaking 
from experience here) that pets only 
need the vet when you’ve got no money.
It’s hard to budget for the unexpected, 
and it doesn’t feel good to leave your pet 
in discomfort while you wait for payday.
Owning a pet is an expensive undertaking. 
From vaccinations and desexing, to health 
checks, dental work, unexpected injuries 
and increasing health costs as they grow 
older - the money can rack up, and it’s not 
always easy to make sure you’ve got the 
costs covered.
So we’ve introduced some new ways you 
can pay. At all our three clinics, now you 
can make use of your ZipPay, ZipMoney or 
Openpay account to take care of your vet 
bill, or, if you prefer, you can still use our 
current Vetpay option.
These buy now; pay later in instalment 
credit facilities are becoming more 
popular among consumers, and we can 
see why.
When confronted with large sudden 
expenditures these services can help 
spread the payments out over several 
months and lessen the impact of the big 
hit on your household budget.
That’s why we have introduced ZipPay, 
ZipMoney and Openpay. With these 
facilities you can spread your repayments 
out over successive months, which can 
make a big difference to the finances 
when an unexpected vet bill arrives.
But it’s not just those big bills that these 

introducing the new payment facilities, it’s 
about options.
“Our clinics place a big emphasis on 
prevention - which in the long run is 
much cheaper and easier than extensive 
treatments or cures”, says Connie.
“Facilities like Openpay or ZipPay are both 
a convenience and a lifeline to pet owners, 
giving them options when they otherwise 
wouldn’t have any.”
Connie was inspired to organise the 
payment facilities after seeing the financial 
impact emergency vet bills can have on 
household budgets.
“I’ve got a family and pets myself, and I 

know the tough choices you sometimes 
have to make when it comes to paying for 
treatment.”
“I wanted to find a way that could make it 
easier for families so that they didn’t have 
to face those difficult choices of pet care 
versus  household necessities.” 
To use Openpay or ZipPay you need to have 
an account, but these are simple and easy 
to set up online.
Operating like a limited credit card, the 
bill is paid and you are able to repay the 
charges over a period of weeks or months. 
While there is a small administration fee, 
unlike credit cards there is no interest on 
the original costs, which helps avoid budget 
blow outs.
We’re always trying to find ways to make 
things easier for the customer, whether 
it’s our complimentary services, or our 
commitment to preventative treatment,” 
says Connie, “and this is just another way 
we could find to make things easier for 
you”.
You can now use Openpay, ZipPay and 
ZipMoney at any of our three clinics.
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BACK TO THE VALLEY

Big thumbs up to Red Door Espresso, 
who are still doing the Doggie Dixie Cups. 
One of our clients, Beverley, sent us this 
message after our last newsletter.
“Having read The Tail Wag article about the 
Red Door Espresso fund raising and having 
to fill in several hours in Tanunda waiting 
for my car service, River and I visited them. 
River was made very welcome and after a 
walk in the park enjoyed his second Doggie 
Dixie Ice Cream. The attached photo is River 
relaxing in their outside courtyard.”
Looking pretty contented there River!!

We want to tidy up the garden at the 
Tanunda Clinic, and one of the things we 
wanted were some colourful new plants.

Luckily, one of our clients is a notorious 
green thumb, and she was happy to supply 
us with some cuttings and seedlings from 
her own garden to brighten up ours!

Just a reflection of the lovely Barossa 
community we live in.

Now we just have to get gardening! Soon to be available at our Tanunda Clinic

Check out our brand new Tanunda Clinic 
signage!
Big thanks to Darren Lochart from 
Colorfast in Tanunda who went above an 
beyond to deliver.
He applied some technical fixes to our 
logo files, then produced these two 
eyecatching new signs to show off at the 
front of our clinic.
We’re really happy with the result, Darren 
was very professional, but easy to work 

DARREN DELIVERSTO THE RED DOOR!

NEW SEATS MOVE INPLANTING THE SEEDS

with, and we think the results speak for 
themselves!
What do you think?

If you need signs made up in the 
Barossa check with Colorfast and 

see if they can help you

It’s not just our gardening friends who 
have been giving us presents, Kevin and 
Tracey from Lyndoch’s Abbey Removals, 
finding themselves holding some surplus 
chairs they were happy to donate them to 
our clinic for extra seating.

A big thanks to Kevin & Tracey for their 
very generous present. If you’re looking 
for a reliable and professional removalist, 
we’re sure Abbey Removals could be the 
ones for you!

ABBEY 
REMOVALS
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Willaston
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The holidays are nearly here!!

• Check the microchip
• Ensure vaccinations are up to date

• Check the supply of regular medications

DON’T WAIT TILL THE LAST MINUTE

BEFORE YOU GO, DON’T FORGET TO

The vets your pets would choose

THE KITTEN KABOODLE WITH HUGO

Does your cat love you?

While dogs’ licks, their tendency to jump 
up and the fact that they have specifically 
evolved eyebrow muscles to make those 
loving dog-eyes at you mean that their 
affection is obvious, but my fellow cats are 
often tarnished with the brush of being cold 
and unloving, and this is unfair!

As all you cat owners will be able to attest, 
your cat does love you. Just about every 
owner can tell you a story about when and 
how their cat lets them know they care. 
Whether it’s the rescue cat who hides from 
all visitors, but crawls into bed for a snuggle 
and cuddle with their owner when the 
lights go out, or the loving companion cat 
who keeps your lap warm in the winter, if 
your cat loves you, you know.

But when it comes to science, these 
anecdotal experiences aren’t enough, 
researchers are searching for some hard 
proof that cats bond with their owners, and 
Oregon State University has just released 
the latest study in the field which confirms 
what cat parents already knew – according 
to science, yes, your cat does love you.

The idea behind the study was to measure 
the “attachment” that cats had with their 
owners.

Put simply, the idea is that social animals 
form two basic types of bonds with other 
creatures they interact with. They can 
either have a “secure” attachment – 
meaning they feel more confident with 
their owners around and aren’t afraid of 
losing them, or conversely, they can have 
“insecure” attachment, which can manifest 
as “insecure-ambivalence” – where they 
are afraid of losing the bond and become 
clingy as a result – or “insecure-avoidance” 
– where they avoid getting close to others 
as a defence mechanism.

“Cats will amusingly tolerate humans only until someone comes up 
with a tin opener that can be operated with a paw”       Sir Terry Pratchett

As with all creatures, the type of bond 
established between the owner and their cat 
is heavily dependent on the past experiences 
of the animal and early interactions with 
their owner.

In the experiment a small test group of kittens 
and cats was used. The subjects entered a 
room with their owner, who stayed for two 
minutes then departed, leaving the cat on its 
own. After two minutes the owner returned, 
and researchers observed the behaviour of 
the cats during all three stages.

Cats that greeted their owner when they 

returned, then went back to exploring 
their environment were considered to have 
secure attachment. Cats that ran back to 
their owners and refused to leave them 
again were considered to have an “insecure-
ambivalent” bond, while cats that refused 
to greet their owners when they returned 
were considered “insecure-avoidant”.

What the researchers found was that when 
they compared the rates of different types 
of bonds amongst the test subjects, they 
were roughly comparable to the rates in 
both dogs and human babies! 

In other words, the attachment levels and 
types between cats and their owners are 
no different than those between dogs 
and their owners and more surprisingly, 
between babies and their parents!

So, according to science, yes, your cat 
does love you. It feels the same level of 
attachment with you, the same bond, that 
dogs have with their owners and babies 
have with their parents.

But all you cat lovers out there, you knew 
that already, right.
Now where did my 
walking can opener go?

Despite appearances, science tells us that Jimmy does actually 
love us. (He just hates cameras!)



A ROADTRIP TO PLAY WITH POSSUMS
It was roadtrip time when our nurses 
headed to Magill for a workshop on 
rescuing wildlife, in particular how to 
handle  cute little possums!

Even though the Friday was Vet Nurse 
Day, our nurses didn’t even take the 
weekend off, opting instead to spend 
their Sunday learning about the best 
ways to rescue and care for native 
possums.

Run by SOWFI (Save Our Wildlife Fund 
inc) and hosted by Dr Anne Fowler of the 
Adelaide Bird and Exotics Vet Clinic, a 
recognised expert in the field of wildlife 
and native animal care, the workshop 
took our nurses through issues such as 
species identification, basic care and 
examination techniques and the most 
commonly seen conditions and their 
treatment.

Despite having nursed possums back 
to health previously, Mel was pretty 
amazed about what she’d learned, 
especially about possum social structure 
and behaviour.

“That idea that the native possum 
population actually needs less males 
than females was an eye-opener,” Mel 
told us.

“It means that a lot of the rescued male 
possums are actually surplus to the 
population, and this can lead to all sorts 
of problems”.

These problems come when there are 
large numbers of rescued animals and too 
few carers to manage. This places huge 
stresses on volunteer carers and can lead 
to compassion fatigue. In turn, this can 
lead to less carers available and fewer 
animals being saved.

In addition, the costs of care need to be 
considered. Dr Fowler estimates that 
over $40 Million of pro bono veterinary 
work is performed on Australian wildlife 
each year, money that could be better 
directed to cases where the expectations 
of survival or return to the wild are the 
greatest.

To this end, Dr Fowler stressed the 

Brushtail or Ringtail, possums have some very specific health and care needs, and our nurses 
were happy to learn from Dr Anne Fowler from the Adelaide Bird & Exotics Vet Clinic

VET NURSE DAY 2019!!

On Friday the 11th of October we 
celebrated International Veterinary 
Nurses Day, and we were ready for a 
party!

Our nurses do so much, but it is the nature 
of their work that when they do it well, 
everything runs as it should and no-one 
notices the effort that was required to 
make it happen.

So it’s only right that we take a day to 
recognise the things our vet nurses do to 
ensure your animals get the best of care.

On a typical day any one of our vet nurses 
might be called upon to  shave and 
groom furry ones, hold stressed pets, 
administer aneasthetic, assist in surgery, 
clean up after nervous animals, assist with 
euthenasia, comfort distressed owners, 

answer phones, do house visits, respond 
to emergency situations and maintain a 
smiling, happy face at all times!

Our vets know how lucky we are to have 
our current team of nurses.

From the cool confidence of Kat to the 
energy of Mel, from Kay’s easy smile  
to Britt’s shy one, from Kerry’s quiet 
achievements to Ben’s quiet strength; 
from the determination of Bindee to 
the kindness of Kylie, and from the 
compassion of Corrin to the to the smiles 
of Alison and the infectious mood that 
Kristy brings, we have some of the best 
nurses around. 

Whatever clinic of ours you visit you’re 
going to be in good hands with our team 
of wonderful and amazing Vet Nurses!

Save life. Eat. Sleep. Repeat.

We were so happy to hear that our own 
Mel Lewis was nominated in the 2019 
Veterinary Nurse of the Year Awards.
While the final winner for this year was Kate 
Simon-Menasse from the Perth Zoo, we’re 
still over the moon that Mel’s fantastic 
efforts over many years were recognised 
by her short-listing for the 2019 Veterinary 
Nurse of the Year 2019!

importance of only progressing treatment 
when the prognosis is optimistic, but then 
gave our nurses the tools to swing into 
action when required.

Covering the importance of temperature 
regulation, diet, and rehoming options, Dr 
Fowler set our nurses up with a thorough 
understanding of wildlifre rescue best 
practice.

With all she’s now learnt, Mel can’t wait 
for the next possum to come into the clinic

“It’s great to have new tools that expand 
our knowledge and give us the chance to 
help more animals - especially native ones. 
I’m ready to go for the next possum!”


